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1. A



Pervasive Developmental Disorders (DSM) 
*Autism Spectrum Disorders (Informal)

DSM-IV  (1994): Pervasive Developmental Disorders
– *Autistic Disorder
– *Asperger’s Disorder
– *Pervasive Developmental Disorder NOS
– Childhood Disintegrative Disorder
– Rett’s Disorder



The full spectrum within autism
Kanner originally described a full range of 
severity all the way from the ‘form fruste
to those who were profoundly affected
All shared the same qualitative features
By the 70’s, the top half of autism lost and 
the lowest also lost in practice

The Changing Face of Autism



As severity spectrum of autism re-expanded, it 
became clear that there were variations from 
autism but still the same quality of deficits
Asperger’s Disorder: no delayed development of 
language and no mental retardation
PDDNOS: symptoms not as severe for IQ as 
autism or not present in the communication and 
repetitive behavior domains as in autism

Broadening of Severity Spectrum 
Brought Recognition of Other ASDs



Prevalence 1/166
2002-2006

Description Baird1 Chakrabarti
& Fombonne2

Brick 
Township, NJ3

Chakrabarti & 
Fombonne4

Autism 30.8/10,000 16.8/10,000

45.8/10,000

62.6/10,000

1/170

22.0/10,000

Other ASDs 27.1/10,000

40.5/10,000

26.9/10,000

67.4/10,000

36.7/10,000

Total for ASDs 57.9/10,000 58.7/10,000

Total for ASDs 1/170 1/150 1/170

1Baird et al, 2000
2Chakrabarti & Fombonne, 2001
3Bertrand et al, 2001
4Chakrabarti & Fombonne et al, 2001



Prevalence 1/150
February 2007

Description Kadesjo, et 
al1 (1999)

Baird et al2

(2006)
CDC3 (2007)

Autism 60/10,000 38.9/10,000
77.2/10,000
116.1/10,000

1/100

Other ASDs 48/10,000
66/10,000Total for ASDs 108/10,000

Total for ASDs 1/100 1/150

1Kadesjo et. al. JADD Vol. 29 No. 4 327-331 
2Baird et al, The Lancet 368; 210-215 2006
3ADDM Network, MMWR Feb 9, 2007; 12-28
4This number was 20/10,000 in 1980



Strange or odd, reflecting social impairment
Monotone voice, little to no facial expression
Upset by change, rituals for doing things in set 
ways; little scripts; evolves into obsessions
Obsessions w/ focus on facts or collections; 
memory for detail superb
Clumsy, awkward

Quick Diagnosis of ASD in Verbal Individuals



Most severe: essentially mute, no comprehension, no 
prosody, no adaptive behavior, attends to details. 
Direct care staff knows who has autism vs non-
autism MR because deficits disproportionate for IQ

Intermediate severity: echolalia, few scripted 
stereotyped sentences; socially isolated; approach for 
needs only; self-stimulatory behavior; no imaginative 
play- odd play; difficulty with change; sensory issues

Quick Diagnosis of ASD in LFA



A Research Approach to Understanding Autism:
From the Dark Ages to Modern Science

Defining The Basis For Behavior



Brain disorders produce distinctive constellations 
of cognitive [thinking & behavioral] & neurologic 
[brain abilities] disturbances, not single deficits

Multiple organ involvement is the rule in 
neurologic disorders not due to acquired brain 
damage- because they are caused by faulty genes 
and these genes are present in every cell in the 
body

Common Principles of Neurology



Neurologists’ approach to understanding brain 
disorders is to characterize all impaired AND all 
intact abilities to define the common 
characteristics that will provide guiding principles 
that advance intervention.

Neurologic Approach to Understanding
Brain Disorders



Infectious disease
Vascular disease
Tumor or mass
Toxins
Developmental processes

Disease Processes or Mechanisms



Organogenesis (basic form of the nervous system)
Neuronal proliferation
Glial proliferation, migration
Neuronal migration
Neuronal organization
Myelination

Developmental Processes



What do their cognitive strengths have in 
common?
What do their cognitive weaknesses have in 
common?

Answers to these questions provide insight into 
their thinking and the circuitry differences in the 
brain in autism.

Investigating the COGNITIVE Basis
of Behavior in Autism



1Kappa below .40 indicates poor agreement beyond chance
2Significant Kappa reflects superior performance by autistic subjects
3 Based on 33 individually age, IQ, gender matched pairs of subjects

Domain Tests Passing Tolerance Percent 
Correct Kappa1

Attention Letter Cancellation; Number Cancellation   66.70 0.33

Sensory 
Perception

Finger Tip Writing; Luria-Nebraska 
Sharp/Dull Tactile Scale item 64.40 0.29

Simple 
Language

K-TEA Reading; K-TEA Spelling WRMT-R 
Attack; Controlled Oral Word Association 71.20 0.422

Simple 
Memory CVLT Trial 1 65.20 0.30

Visuo-Spatial WAIS-R Block Design 56.10 0.12

Discriminant Function Analysis:  
Domains Without Deficits3



1Based on 33 individually matched pairs of autistic & control subjects (Neuropsychologic Functioning  in 
Autism: Profile of a Complex Information Processing Disorder, JINS, 3:303-316, 1997)

Domain Tests Passing Tolerance Percent 
Correct Kappa 

Motor Grooved Pegboard; Trail Making A 75.80 0.52
Complex 
Language

K-TEA Reading Comprehension; Verbal 
Absurdities;  Token Test 72.70 0.45

Complex 
Memory

Nonverbal Selective Reminding-Consistent 
Long Term Retrieval; WMS-R Story 
Recall-Delayed Recall; Rey-Osterrieth 
Figure-Delayed Recall

77.30 0.55

Reasoning 20 Questions; Picture Absurdities; Trail 
Making B 75.8 0.52

Discriminant Function Analysis1: 
Domains With Deficits



Cognitive Weaknesses

• Complex Sensory

• Complex Motor

• Complex Memory

• Complex Language

• Concept-formation

• Face Recognition

The Profile of Intact & Impaired Abilities in 
High Functioning Autistic Individuals

Intact or Enhanced

• Attention

• Sensory Perception

• Elementary Motor

• Simple Memory

• Formal Language

• Rule-learning 

• Visuospatial processing



Simpler abilities are intact or enhanced

Information processing capacity is limited- & 
integrative processing & higher order cognitive 
abilities are disproportionately impaired 

Inference: higher order brain circuitry is under 
developed- they are reliant on lower order 
circuitry particularly visual circuitry to function.

What Does The Profile Mean? 



Healthy GroupHealthy Group Autism GroupAutism Group

fMRI Activation During a Spatial
Working Memory Task (Courtesy John Sweeney)



Jim was admitted for possible mania.  He was agitated and had been 
sending money to television evangelists and became preoccupied with 
sin and being good, which he talked about constantly. The 
psychiatrists attempted daily to PERSUADE him to try lithium but he 
refused.  His reason was that he took lithium on June 4, 1978 and he 
got a stomach ache.  He went to the clinic and a scene ensued.  Staff 
yelled at him.  No amount of REASONING worked to change his 
mind, until he was told and SHOWN there were now two forms of 
lithium - one was pink and one was blue.  He took the bad blue before, 
but this time he would take the good pink.  He immediately agreed to 
the medication.  The deterioration in his behavior was the result of 
losing his job for asking a woman a question about her clothing, which 
was interpreted as sexual harassment.  All structure was gone from his 
life.  Socially-emotionally he was three years old. He was not 
reciprocal in conversation. He talked, the doctors talked.

Behavioral Example of Cognitive Profile:
Using the Profile to Intervene
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Dual task performance deficit in autism;
(but matched performance in single task conditions)

Garcia-Villamisar & Della Sala, 2002 Cognitive Neuropsychiatry



Detroit Learning Aptitude Test: Another 
Lesson in the Impact of Processing Demands
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Letter Sequences Word Sequences* Oral Directions*

Autism
Control

* Significantly different



In the last three panels, SC4-SC6, the difficulty 
emerges as platform motion is introduced.  These 
panels demonstrate delayed development and a 
failure of the autism group to achieve adult levels.
Measures for autistic subjects (circles) and control 
subjects (crosses) and locally smoothed curves 
(solid line for autistic subjects, broken line for 
control subjects).  R-square for fits: 0.198 (SC3), 
0.164 (SC4), 0.175 (SC5), and 0.170 (SC6). 

Minshew et al. (2004) Underdevelopment of the postural 
control system in autism. Neurology; 63:2056-2061





Autism is defined on the basis of abnormalities in 
social, communication and imaginative play, and 
restricted interests-repetitive behavior.

The neuropsychologic and postural findings define 
deficits considerably beyond this triad, suggesting 
a more brain-wide disturbance in information 
processing. 

Williams et al. 2006, 12: 279-298

Additional Implication of Profile:
Triad to Brain-Wide



Social Emotional Immaturity: Disturbance in 
Affective Contact Not Included in DSM

Capacity to experience, comprehend, and 
regulate emotions at a basic and cognitive 
level is severely impaired and unrecognized 
despite frequent abnormal imaging 
abnormalities of the amygdala, an emotion 
structure of the brain.
Most verbal ASD adults are socially-
emotionally 12-18 months to 4-5 years of 
age.  Failure to recognize this in treatment 
worsens behavior. 



Within each domain, there was a pattern of intact 
and impaired abilities. The dissociation was 
characteristic and was exemplified by the 
abstraction-EF domain. The result has a marked 
impact on behavior, and also on adaptive function. 
Along with social ineptness, the hallmark of 
autism in verbal individuals is their reliance on 
rules despite failure and generally slow processing 
speed.

Unique Characteristic of
Within Domain Disturbances



90 verbal individuals with autism >12 yrs 
107 control volunteers
Concept identification 

Attribute identification
Rule-learning

Concept formation
Self-initiated strategy

Cognitive flexibility 
Extent to which these were dissociable skills

Abstract Reasoning:  
Concept Identification & Concept Formation



Dissociation Between Concept Identification & 
Concept Formation in Autism

Intact concept  identification :
Attribute identification 
Rule learning

Inflexible in applying rules in changing contexts

Impaired concept and strategy formation

These two classes of abilities do not develop 
simultaneously as they do in normal children

Minshew, Meyer & Goldstein, 2002, Neuropsychology 327-334.



Bill is a young adult with autism who decided to take figure 
skating lessons. His mother drove to the rink several times a 
week. After a while, she decided to skate while he had his 
lesson. Bill performed his routine, but people learned to stay 
out of his way. He went where his program required him to 
go regardless of others. One day his mother forgot to note 
where Bill was and he ran her over, knocking her 
unconscious. The emergency team was called and she was 
given first aide and taken to the hospital. The next day she 
asked Bill why he did not come to her assistance, since he 
was an Eagle Scout with a first aide badge. He replied “It 
expired.”

Behavioral Example of Cognitive Profile:
Rules Override Concepts



Can’t rely on them to identify problems or ask for 
help- the first requires concept formation and the 
latter is a strategy and then requires social contact-
which will also get people upset at their failure
Need a review of systems approach & a reporter
They will need external organizer & prioritization
May not be able to handle as much as others
Avoidance- the bathroom, their room; Denial-it’s 
fine; Flip out: or E for “everything” or “nothing”. 

Related Executive Function Impairments:
Adaptive Behavior



A bias toward seeing the local details (local 
processing) over seeing whole (global processing) 
has long been debated as part of the basis for 
behavior in autism from preoccupation with object 
parts, remarkable notation of details, resistance to 
change, to a few interests with an obsession over a 
large number of details. Specialized methods are 
used to evaluate these perceptual biases.

Local Global Processing: Next Arena of  Information 
Processing & Connectivity Research in Autism



Superior Embedded Figure Test performance
Block design
Visual Search
Complex Visual Figure construction

Initial reports: MR autistic children exhibited superior 
performance= local processing bias & led to WCC 

Recent reports: HFA performed equal to or more 
poorly than peers on local processing tests but use 
local approach on complex figures

Local Processing in Autism: Clinical Tests



Embedded Figures

Courtesy of: http://lucarinfo.com/inspire/embeddedfigure2.jpg



Optical Illusions

Courtesy of: http://www.goldmark.org/livia/papers/cultcult/cultcult.html
http://opticalillusions4kids.blogspot.com/2007/06/ponzo-optical-illusion.html



Rey Complex Figure

Courtesy of: http://www.nature.com/nprot/journal/v1/n2/fig_tab/nprot.2006.115_F1.html





In verbal individuals with autism in this study, all 
had local processing bias but only some  had 
global precedence. 

This variability needs to be compared to 
performance on cognitive tests including face 
recognition and to behavioral flexibility/rigidity 
and memory for details to begin to explain the 
variability typical of the autism spectrum.

Neuropsychologia 2007 45: 4:685-695

Local Processing Bias in Autism: The Next 
Level of Information Processing Analysis



Existing data suggests enhanced local connectivity 
in mildly retarded autistic children & its absence 
in normal IQ individuals with autism
Ho: Enhanced local processing reflects 
abnormally enhanced local connectivity in LFA
Ho: Impaired global processing in HFA reflects 
reduced frontal connections & reduced strategies
General cognitive slowing probably also reflects 
reduced use of strategies

Implications of Global-Local Processing For 
Neural Connectivity Disturbances







Group mean 60-70%
Onset accelerated growth at 12 months w/ 15-20% 
macrocephaly by 4-5 years
Growth decelerates and plateaus so that brain 
volume “normalizes” in childhood, though subset 
remain macrocephalic throughout life
Important to recognize that HC>HT is not 
universal in autism and HC=HT and HC<HT 
growth trajectories compatible with autism

Head Growth in Autism
Lainhart et al. Am J Med Genet 2006, 140A:2257-2274



Major role for white matter but without 
accompanying long tract signs and thus the 
difference between acquired and devel. disorders
Disturbance in connectivity
Increased white matter volume was associated 
with dysfunction not increased function
Inter-hemispheric white matter e.g. corpus 
callosum was not involved in the same process

Minshew & Williams, Arch Neurol 2007

Synthesis of Brain Volume Studies



Superior to age-, IQ-, gender- matched controls on 
word & non-word decoding, spelling, vocabulary, 
fluency

Inferior to controls on comprehension of 
sentences, idioms, metaphors, stories

Language Profile in HFA



fMRI studies have been the window on the mind 
and the path to understanding of complex behavior 
and higher order cognition

Extensive studies- social cognition system, 
emotion system, mirror neuron system, gaze 
processing, motion processing, face processing, …

Neural Basis of Clinical Symptoms



Marcel Just
Vlad Cherkassky
Tim Keller
Nancy Minshew

Just et al. 2004, Brain 127: 1811-1821

Cortical activation & synchronization during 
sentence comprehension in HFA subjects

 Center for Cognitive 
Brain Imaging

 Carnegie Mellon



Sentence reading task and comprehension probe

The player was followed 
by the parent

Center for 
Cognitive

Brain Imaging

Who was following?
player          parent



Brain activation during 
sentence comprehension 

in autism In Brain, 2004

Autism group has less 
activation in Broca’s area
• (a sentence integration area)
than the control group and 
more in Wernicke’s area
• (a word processing area)
Results are consistent with 
poorer comprehension of 
complex sentences, coupled 
with good word reading 
(spelling bee champs)



Reliably lower functional 
connectivity for autism 
participants between 
pairs of key areas during 
sentence comprehension 
(red end of scale denotes 
lower connectivity)



Functional Connectivity
The activation in two cortical areas can be less synchronized (upper 

panel) or more synchronized (lower panel) for different people



Reliable differences 
in functional 
connectivity: autism 
group has lower 
functional 
connectivity but 
same rank order



Marcel Just
Nancy Minshew
Tim Keller 
Vlad Cherkassky
Rajesh Kana

Just et al., 2006 [Epub ahead of print], Cereb Cortex

Functional Underconnectivity:
fMRI of the Tower of London 





fMRI of N-back Letter Task in Autism

Hideya Koshino
Patricia Carpenter
Nancy Minshew
Vlad Cherkassky
Tim Keller 
Marcel Just

NeuroImage 2005; 24:810-821



Autism group used more nonverbal visually oriented 
processing and retained letters as visual-graphical 
codes
Controls converted letter to verbal-phonological codes
Autism group relied on lower level visuospatial 
analysis, had less activation in anterior regions and 
more in posterior regions associated with visual 
processing, more activation in right than left 
hemisphere, and the large scale brain network has 
different organization from normals (see factor analysis) 

N-Back Results: Alternate Cognitive & Neural 
Strategies in Autism



Information processing capacity is reduced-dual tasks, 
speed of processing, and any task relying on strategy 

Functional under-connectivity of neural systems is a 
general feature of the brain in autism

Circuitry underlying basic abilities is intact, and these 
circuits plus visual processing are relied upon to 
perform tasks that typical individuals perform using 
integrative circuitry and higher order abilities

The Functional Neural Basis of Autism



Mirror Neuron System: How the Brain Learns 
What Others Feel

MNS (pars opercularis in IFG) is active during 
observation, imitation, and understanding of the 
intentions of others
Thought to provide a mechanism for 
understanding the actions & intentions of others
When acting in conjunction with the limbic 
system it is thought to mediate the understanding 
of emotions and the internal experiences of 
others.



Second Hit: Failure of Frontal Lobe to Mature

Oculomotor studies have demonstrate a delay and 
incomplete maturation of the frontal lobe in the 
second decade of life in HFA
This accounts for the apparent worsening of 
function in the second decade as the skills needed 
to cope with more challenging problems fail to 
emerge
It also explains the poorer than expected 
outcomes and poorer adaptive behavior in adults



Cognitively the problem is with 
prototype formation and 

automatic processes
as opposed to conscious, verbally 

mediated reasoning.

How the mind organizes information, 
Or not, in the case of autism



Motor concept learning
Memory dependent on strategies
Story creation or theme identification
Face recognition
Face affect recognition
Strategy formation, problem solving

Concept Formation Impairments Global: All Rely
On Prototype Formation & Frontal Connections



Abilities that adults take for granted that normally 
develop in infancy and toddlerhood:
For example:

Our abilities to recognize faces and emotional 
expressions
Our abilities to understand the difference between 
basic categories in the world– cats, dogs, lions …

Pitt Infant and Toddler Development Center



Infants are born with automatic
mechanisms that allow them to form 

Prototypical Representations of 
Information



Which of these is the best example of a dog?































Which of the 
following two faces 
looks more familiar 

to you?



1                                         2



The way individuals with autism come to learn 
about both the world and people is different from 
individuals who do not have autism.
There are core differences in the way they learn 
categorical information and acquire “expertise”

Gasgeb, Strauss, & Minshew. Child Dev 2006; 77: 1717-1729

Cognitive Research in 5-50 year old HFAs



Strauss, M.S. et al., Child Development (under revision)

50
55
60
65
70
75

80
85
90
95

100

Typical   Hair Typical   Cap Atypical Hair Atypical Cap

Gender Categorization
5- to 7- Year- Old Children

Control
Autism

*

*

*p < .05



50
55
60
65
70
75

80
85
90
95

100

Typical   Hair Typical   Cap Atypical Hair Atypical Cap

Gender Categorization
8- to 12- Year Old Children

Control
Autism

*
**

*p < .05

*



50
55
60
65
70
75

80
85
90
95

100

Typical   Hair Typical   Cap Atypical Hair Atypical Cap

Gender Categorization
13- to 17- Year Old Teenagers

Control
Autism

*p < .05

*
*



50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

Typical   Hair Typical   Cap Atypical Hair Atypical Cap

Gender Categorization
Adults

Control
Autism

*

*p < .05

*



Most Difficult Faces for Participants 
with Autism To Classify By Gender



TYPICAL                      SOMEWHAT TYPICAL                   ATYPICAL



Correlation of ratings by Controls vs. Autistics:  r = -.06

MOST

LEAST

CONTROLS

Attractiveness Ratings

AUTISM



Require comparison to prior stored knowledge 
(e.g.,  prototypes)
Require subtle spatial/configural processing
Require flexible weighting of features and perhaps 
formation of a holistic representation
(Note the importance of varying both age and 
difficulty of task)

Why are less typical faces so difficult?



General level of function, FS IQ, VIQ, Vineland
Language comprehension level, communication
Flexibility-rigidity

Impulsivity, overactivity
Redirectability, motivation
Social-emotional age, social tolerance
Sensory issues
Problem solving: identifies problems, plans,           

identifies failure, changes strategies, asks for help

INTERVENTION CHECKLIST:
Person Factors



Temperment
Mood lability
Aggression
Seizures
Tolerance of change (flexibility), rituals
Obsessions, preoccupations, special interests

INTERVENTION CHECKLIST:
Person Factors Cont’d



Environmental structure/order/chaos
Environmental noise, visuals, smells
Autism skills of teachers; attitude of teacher
Expectations of child=child abilities?
Peer or adult bullying
Transitions, lunchroom, playground, hallways, bus
Changes in schedule, teachers, rooms, peers, etc

INTERVENTION CHECKLIST:
Environment Factors (All)



Psychotherapy with Adolescent 
and 

Adult Asperger’s Disorder Patients

Russell R. Johnson, PhD



Assess Emotionality and Lability 

Often a deep reservoir of powerful negative affect 
exists which may not be obvious at first, due to a 
formal or constrained presentation
Rejection, unintended slights, meanness by others, 
and the effects of too little reciprocity contribute to 
intense affective reactions and marked rigidity
Often activated by memory and over-generalization
Listen for thematic material especially for rejection 
and misunderstandings, and prepare for the affect 
to have a freshness unfiltered by elapsed time



Ratios of Talking and Listening

Traditional ratios of talking-to-istening can                  
be off-putting to ASD individuals
More therapist talk is helpful
Show genuine interest in the patient beyond the 
reason for referral
Expect to be asked questions about you
Expect more of a dialogue. Initial interest on 
your part will make later intervention easier.  



Creating an Alliance

Earning the Respect and Interest of  the 
Patient
Lessons from Preschoolers and 
Adolescents 



Communication and Expectation 

Lack of reciprocity 
Ineffective reading of non-verbal cues
Poor consideration of the needs of the 
listener
Poor inference about other’s emotional state
All lead to unsatisfying social interaction



New Research Advances

Discovering mechanisms of dysfunction 
enable development of new and more 
powerful interventions designed at restoring 
brain circuitry



1. Impaired social reciprocity
2. Impaired social communication
3. Repetitive, stereotyped interests & behavior
4. Onset in first 2-3 years of life

Q:   Is the constellation inherent in a cohesive 
syndrome or is it an artifact of diagnostic 
practice?

Courtesy of Michael Rutter “Autism: Clinical features and research challenges”

Key Features of Autism



1. Marked male preponderance (3-4:1) BUT this applies to 
most neurodevelopmental disorders

2. Association with intellectual impairment BUT IQ range 
extends from severely impaired to superior

3. Association with epilepsy in 25-33% with onset in 
adolescence

4. Association with increased head circumference

Courtesy of Michael Rutter “Autism: Clinical features and research challenges”

Some Key Clinical Features of Autism



1. Spontaneous Mutations: Increased rate of “de novo” copy 
number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
genetic mechanisms: inherited gene mutations and 
spontaneous copy number mutations- instability in 
replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Raised serum serotonin in 30% but nonspecific
2. No consistent or marked response to psychotropics
3. Very limited generalization of responses to 

psychological interventions
4. Brain imaging: no localized abnormality, rather an 

impaired integration across systems
5. No consistent neuropathological pattern except 

findings suggest prenatal origin

Courtesy of Michael Rutter “Autism: Clinical features and research challenges”

Some Biological Features of Autism



1. Spontaneous Mutations: Increased rate of “de novo” copy 
number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
genetic mechanisms: inherited gene mutations and 
spontaneous copy number mutations- instability in 
replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Association with some diagnosable medical 
condition in at least 10% of cases

2. Strongest association with tuberous sclerosis but 
largely a function of location of tubers, low IQ 
and epilepsy

3. Definite, but weak association with fragile X 
anomaly

Courtesy of Michael Rutter “Autism: Clinical features and research challenges”

Medical Associations



1. Spontaneous Mutations: Increased rate of “de novo” copy 
number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
genetic mechanisms: inherited gene mutations and 
spontaneous copy number mutations- instability in 
replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Marked increase in familial risk (50x)
2. Heritability circa 90%, 3-12 genes involved
3. Increased rate of chromosomal anomalies (but 

diagnostically nonspecific)
4. Increased rate of congenital anomalies but apart 

from ch 15, nonspecific
5. Association with increased parental age
6. Increase in copy number variations

Courtesy of Michael Rutter “Autism: Clinical features and research challenges”

Some Genetic & Related Features



1. Spontaneous Mutations: Increased rate of “de novo” copy 
number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
genetic mechanisms: inherited gene mutations and 
spontaneous copy number mutations- instability in 
replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

Abnormalities in Genetic Code for Brain Development

Abnormal Mechanisms of Brain Development

Structural and Functional Abnormalities of Brain

Cognitive & Neurological Abnormalities

Behavioral Syndrome

Pathophysiologic Sequence of  
Neurodevelopmental Disorders



1. Spontaneous Mutations: Increased rate of “de novo” copy 
number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
genetic mechanisms: inherited gene mutations and 
spontaneous copy number mutations- instability in 
replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

Organogenesis 
Neuronal proliferation
Glial proliferation, migration
Neuronal migration
Neuronal organization
Myelination

Brain Developmental Processes 



Autism Speaks
Top 10 Autism Research Events of 2007

Courtesy of: 
http://www.autismspeaks.org/science/science_news/top_ten_autism_research_events_2007_main.php



1. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

2. This is proof of concept, e.g., that the strategy of finding 
genes and understanding neurobiological mechanisms 
enables the development of chemical rescues or 
restorations

3. The adult animal is easier to restore because it is not a 
moving target among the moving masses.

The Top 10 of 2007





1. Spontaneous Mutations: Increased rate of “de novo” copy 
number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
genetic mechanisms: inherited gene mutations and 
spontaneous copy number mutations- instability in 
replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

3. Autism Genome Project (AGP): largest genetics 
consortium, launched in 2004, largest study ever 
conducted to find genes associated with risk of 
developing autism. 50 academic and research institutions 
from 19 countries, pooled resources and used DNA 
microarray to scan the human genome for genetic causes 
of autism; first analyses made public in 2007. Nature 
Genetics 2007. Chromo 2, 7, and 11 plus linkage signals 
only present in girls, identification of a specific candidate 
gene neurexin, associated with copy number variation

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d)
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Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

4. First drug FDA-approved to treat symptoms 
associated w/ autism; Risperdal

5. PTEN conditional knock-out mice display 
enlarged brains and social behavioral deficits: 
PTEN interacts with several proteins in a 
signaling cascade that are tied to tuberous 
sclerosis and neurofibromatosis. 17% of 
individuals with autism & macrocephaly had 
PTEN gene. KO mice raises rescue possibilities.

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d)
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

6. Mouse models of genes associated with autism in 
humans: neuroligin-3 gene mouse model: mouse 
has deficits in social behaviors and an increased 
ability for spatial learning 

7. Functional connectivity: neural deficits not in a 
single structure but in wiring that networks that 
connect different parts of brain.

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d)
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

8. Discovery of rare families with SHANK3 gene 
mutations added further evidence to synaptic 
dysfunction hypothesis. Codes for synapse formation 
& maintenance. It also interacts with neuroligins and 
neurolexins. 

9. Lack of response to name at one year is one of 
earliest signs of autism; signs of autism can be 
identified at 14 mos in half of cases

10. Parental age (paternal or maternal or both) is related 
to but not necessarily the cause of increased risk of 
autism. 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d)
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Autism as a more widespread but selective 
disorder of complex information processing

2. Autism as a disorder of neuron connectivity
3. Autism as a disorder of dysregulated growth of 

the cerebral hemispheres-gray and white matter
4. Copy number variations (failure to faithfully 

replicate DNA) common in simplex families
5. Synapse and neuronal development genes in 

simplex & multiplex families

Transforming Findings
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number variations: submicroscopic deletions or 
duplications of DNA sequences. More common in 
simplex than multiplex families. Opened door to two 
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replication of DNA

2. Potential reversal of  Neurodevelopmental Disorders (in 
Fragile X, Rett & Angelman Syndromes) in adult mice 

The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)Four Stages in Development of Friendship

Courtesy of 
Tony Atwood



Social Emotional Immaturity:
A Key Concept Not Included in Diagnosis

Social deficit in autism characterized by lack of reciprocity, 
theory of mind impairments, which have been extended to 
eyes, voice, emotion & face recognition deficits
Capacity to experience emotions at a basic and cognitive 
level under-investigated and under-considered in treatment, 
despite frequent brain imaging studies of amygdala, an 
emotion structure of the brain
Many verbal ASD individuals socially-emotionally as 
young as 12-18 months to 3-5 years of age causing major 
problems in life.  Failure to consider this in treatment 
worsens behavior and function. 
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Recognition of sharing and turn 
taking.

2. Friend has toys and child wants to 
play with.

3. One way assistance (he helps me).
4. Proximity.

Level 1: Approximately 3 to 6 years
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

5. Why is ______ your friend?
6. “He sits next to me.”
7. Momentary friends
8. Conflict resolved by force and a 

referee.

Level 1: Approximately 3 to 6 years
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)Level 2: Approximately 6 to 9 Years

Courtesy of 
Tony Atwood



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Reciprocity and 
being fair.

2. Mutual 
assistance.

3. Like the same 
activities.

Level 2: Approximately 6 to 9 years



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

4. Why is ______ your friend?
5. “She comes to my party and I go to 

hers.”
6. Conflict: Who started it not how it 

finished.
7. Offender needs to retract the action 

(an eye for an eye).

Level 2: Approximately 6 to 9 years



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

8. Role play activities, rehearsal, 
feedback and rewards.

9. Social engineering (modelling and 
protection).

10.Resources.

Level 2: Approximately 6 to 9 years
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The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)Level 3: Approximately 9 to 13 Years

Courtesy of Tony Atwood



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Aware of other’s opinion of them and 
how their words and actions affect the 
feelings of others (white lies).

2. Need for companionship rather than 
functional play.

3. Cooperation more than competition.
4. Share thoughts rather than toys.

Level 3: Approximately 9 to 13 years



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

5. Personality characteristics, audacious, 
humor.

6. Helps in times of emotional distress.
7. Help the child feel good about 

themselves (compliments).
8. Greater selectivity and durability.

Level 3: Approximately 9 to 13 years



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

8. Gender split (boy and girl activities).
9. Trust, loyalty and keeping promises.
10.Why is ______ your friend?
11.“I can trust her with my secrets.”
12.Conflict resolved by discussion that 

can strengthen the relationship
13.Conflict forgiven.

Level 3: Approximately 9 to 13 years



The Top 10 of 2007 (cont’d.)

1. Peer group acceptance more important 
than the opinion of parents.

2. Greater depth and breadth of self 
disclosure.

3. Desire to be understood by friends
4. Friend’s character compatible with 

their own.

Level 4: Adolescence to Adult
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